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News Briefs
Hosea Williams to help Nixon
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Civil Rights Leader Hosea Williams
ient President Nixon a telegram suggesting an audience so that
Williams could brief Nixon on China.
Williams and his wife recently returned from a four-week
tour of China that included an audience with Premier Chou
En-Lai. Nixon has a trip to China scheduled in February,
"We feel certain that America, the world and the cause
of peace would benefit if you would allow us to share our
findings with you." Williams told the President in the tele-
gra III
Hope off on Christmas tour
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — For the 21st year Bob Hope
will lead a troupe of entertainers on a Christmas tour of Ameri-
can military bases overseas.
Hope mad his group leave Wednesday on a tour that will
take them to installat ons in Hawaii, Okinawa, South Vietnam,
Thailand, Italy. Spain and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Appearing in this year's show are comedian Jim Nabors,
pitcher Vida Blue. Rock band Sunday's Child, the current
Miss World LI_ S. A., Brucne Smith, the Blue Streaks and the
Less Brown hand
To devaluate American dollar
ANGRA DO HEROISMO, Azores — (UPI) — President
Nixon and President Georges Pompidou of France announced
agreement on plan,: for devaluation of the American dollar as
one means of solving the international monetary crisis.
A joint communique issued following 10 hours of talks be-
tween the two leaders did not specify how the dollar devalua-
tion might be carried out or by how much it would be de-
valued. It also spoke of undefined "revaluation of some other
renews "
United Airlines loses fight
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme Court rejected
an appeal by United Airlines, which was found to have violat-
ed the civil rights act by requiring that stewardesses be un-
married.
The company discontinued the policy in 1968 but before
that, female cabin attendants were fired if they married.
Mrs. Mary Burke Sprogis, a stewardess fired in 1966, sued
' for back pay in federal district court in Chicago after the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) ruled the
airline had violated the law.
Grant bail to 'pot' possesor
JACKSON, Mich. — (UPI) — John Sinclair, whose 10-year
sentence for possessing marijuana has become a cause cele-
bre in the hippie community, has won bail and left jail saying,
"I want to smoke some joints, man!"
The Michigan Supreme Court's decision to grant bail to
the founder of the radical White Panther Party at least tempor-
arily ended a 28-month jail stint for the bulky hippie leader.
Ever since Sinclair, a poet and rock-band manager, was
sentenced, his supporters and most of Michigan's liberal law-
yers had conducted an intensive campaign to have him freed
on bond while he appealed. They want the sentence quashed
on the grounds it constituted "cruel and unusual punishment"
and said Sinclair was a "political prisoner."
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Congressman Ronald V. Dellums of
California (left) shakes hands with
Rev. James L. Lawson while the
pair was attending the recent Black
Caucus and Tennessee Voters Coun-
cil $100 a-plate hind-raising dinner
in Nashville. See ,related story on
this page. (Withers photo)
Caucus feted in
Nashville dinner
By NORMAN 0. UNGER
Editor, Tri-State Defender
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Congressional Black Caucus
and the Tennessee Voters
Council held their first $100
a plate -dinner last Saturday.
Billed as the first of what
could possibly be an annual
dinner, held in Nashville's
Municipal Auditorium, the
event was highlighted by
emcee Bill Cosby, who like
many other stars in the pro-
gram. volunteered his time
to benefit the Caucus.
Of the 13 members com-
prising the Congressional
Black Caucus, only three
were on hand, with Rep.
Ronald V. Dellums, from
California, stealing the show.
Other U. S. Representati;es
present were Ralph H. Met-
calfe of Illinois, and Louis
Stokes, (brother of Cleveland
Mayor Carl).
The Auditorium event
capped off a series of work-
shops held by the Caucus
and a three-day medical
workshop held by Meharry
Medical College, in Nash-
ville, the American Medical
Association a n d Howard
University.
The dinner, which grossed
nearly $40,000 was conceited
to preserve the aims of the
Caucus and the Tennessee
Voters Council. The groups
are reportedly to divide the
sum fifty-fifty.
The Caucus is the first
national body organized for
the express purpose of pre-
senting a united legislative
front to address issues of
vital concern to Black peo-
ple. Nationwide recognition
came when the Caucus pre-
sented a 60-point program at
a White House meeting, in
hopes to improving the
quality of life for the nation's
22 million Blacks,
One of the duties the Cau-
cus p e r formed recently.
pointing out why the funds
are essential to the group's
existence, was the investiga-
tion into the complaints of
racial injustice by Black
G. I's.
The Tennessee Voter,
Council, which was formed
in Nashville at Fisk Uni-
versity nearly 10 years ago.
can take great pride in the
work it has accomplished
in registering nearly a quar-
ter-million Blacks in this
state.
Under the dinner theme
"Respect Yourself", the
popular 45 rpm recording
was given to each guest. En-
tertainers for the evening
included, Kim Weston, Jerry
Butler, Cosby, the Emotions
and Joyce Cobb, of Nash-
ville. Providing the music
were the "Sons of Slum"
from Chicago.
Several Black elected offi-
cials from Memphis were on
hand including, State Sen.,
and City Councilman, 0.
Black medics, workers, 'rap on'
By GEORGE L. WALKER III
The two-day Conference on
the Status of Health in the
Black Community held last
week in Nashville, Tenn., wa
designed for 300 partici-
pants, but attracted 647
registrants from 30 states.
Taking place on the Me-
harry Medical College cam-
pus, the conference atmos-
phere was set by Congress-
man Ralph Metcalfe (D.-III),
Chairman of the Health
Subcommittee of the Con-
gressional Black Caucus.
This was a unique event in
black American health care
history.
The conference brought
together representatives of
urban and rural consumer
groups, those who provide
health care and administer
health programs, medical
educators, government offi-
cials, legislators, and stu-
dents. The conference was
called by the Congressional
Black C au cus, Meharry
Medical College, the Nation-
al Dental Association, and
the Naional Medical Asso-
ciation.
The five conveners repre-
sent the nation's two pre-
dominantly Black medical
colleges, who between them
have produced more than
85% of the country's Black
physicians and dentists; the
two medical and dental as-
sociations representing the
vast majority of 8,000 prac-
ticing Black professionals
in those fields; and the Con-
gressional Black Caucus,
composed of 13 members of
the U. S. House of )1epre-
sentatives who serve as the
councilmen-at-large for the
poor, powerless and black
people of America.
The philosophy of the Con-
ference was that today's en-
vironment is detrimental to
health, welfare and human
development, the birthright
of all human beings.
• With this philosophy in
mind, the emphasis was on
service to the people. The
Conference solidified profes-
sional an dconsumer ap-
proaches to the delivery of
health care, not only to the
poor and near poor, but also
for those able to finance
their own health care.
One of the primary goals
of this health conference
was to formulate resolu-
tions for operational mech-
anisms by which the health
care of the Black commu-
nity may be brought to an
appropriate level.
Even though Blacks are
coming together to band
their ideas with hopes of
legislation and new medical
programs, if leflisiaion is
passed, who is to see that
Blacks' and other minorities'
rights are not violated co-
vertly or overtly? In partial
answer to this question: It
is the role of the Black
members of Congress, state
legislators and local govern-
ment officials. Further, it is
the role of the consumers
to educate themselves about
health care, and also be-
come politically aware, that
the Federal government is
playing political games.
In some cases this means
that Meharry Medical Col-
lege and Howard are trying
to outdo each other for a
small .piece of "grant mon-
ey" (vis-a-vis) to what Har-
vard or Johns Hopkins. They
must also impress upon
everyone in the country that
health care is a right, not
a commodity, to be sold to
the highest bidder when Mi-
nority and poor people cans
not compete.
When health care is so
high that the poor and mi-
norities can't afford it. it
can be assessed as a con-
spiracy for the perpetuation
of the status quo. Also the
consumer must "raise hell"
with elected officials that
are supposed to be repre-
senting their interests, and
when these officials fail to
do so, they should be re-
moved at once.
Dr. Eddie Smith, president
of the National Dental Asso-
ciation, states "Health legis-
lation is not all that is need-
ed.
Four Memphis students are staff members of the Lake
Forest College (Illinoisi, edition of Slack Rap, a student
association for Black Action which Is concerned with the
welfare of Black people and their struggle for freedqm.
The four students are Crystal Fidler (daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Fuller of 2141 S. Hubert Circle); Gwendoltn
M. Grant (daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jones of 3002
Shannon); EUenda L. Jackson (daughter of Mn, Clyde
Jackson of 744 Wells) and Willie I.. Phillips (son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Philips of 1516 Maplewood),
Patterson, Jr., State Rep.
Harold Ford, and his broth-
er, city Councilman John
Ford.
Melvin Robinson, president
of the Shelby County Demo-
cratic Club, and special
vice chairman for West
Tennessee was also on hand.
Re\ . James Lawson, of
Memphis' Centenary Baptist
Church, gate the invocation,
and Mrs. Fannie Lou Ha-
mer, of Sunflouer County,
Mississippi 1.a s guest
speaker.
Northside
What's next...?
CITY
EDITION
20c
Indict 9
cops here
Late last week, the Shelby County Grand
Jury returned indictments against nine law of-
ficers in connection with the death of I7-year
old„Elton Hayes, who died October 15. Another
group of officers were apparently excused and
returned to duty after the indictments were an-
nounced.
At the time of their arrest, all of the of-
ficers were given bonds of $500 for one, up to
$10,000 for others. Four of those indicted were
charged with murder in the first degree, four
with assault to murder and the last with neglect
of duty.
Daily papers here in Memphis, reported
that Criminal Court Judge Otis Higgs set ttte
bonds of $10,000, etc. It was later learned that
Judge Higgs, whose court will probably have
jurisdiction when the trial begins, had nothing
to do with the setting of the bond. This func-
tion was performed by the Attorney General,
Like phase two, in resident Nixon's plan.
now that the indictments have been handed
down, the "Law and order nine," have all been
suspended from their duties without pay.
Public sentiment on the issue in the Black
community is that not enough charges were
handed down. Maxine Smith, executive secre-
tary for the local NAACP branch said, "These
indictments indicate a path toward justice
However, there is a question as to, the involve-
ment and guilt of others at the Scene. In my
estimation, everyone there at the scene of the
murder, is guilty of something. If nothing else,
they are guilty of trying to hide the truth,"
Lt. T. R. Wilks, of the Sheriff's department
was the only black invoked in the incident,
other than the victims and was one of those
receiving an indictment of first degree murder.
However according to previous statements
by George Barnes, driver of the truck in which
the trio of Hayes, Calvin MeRissick and Barnes
were riding it is doubtful that Wilks could
have been guilty of his specific charge.
Barnes stated that Wilks was the lone Black
officer on the scene and "held his foot on my
head while the others were beating me as I
lay 9n the ground". To this day George Barnes
said he is still at a loss as to why Wilks acted
as he did? Was the officer trying to protect
Barnes' face and head from being hit with
nightsticks? Or was that just his way of getting
in his punishment?
According to Barnes, the ditch where Hayes
was beaten was on one side of the truck and
where he (Barnes) lay with Wilks' foot on his
face was on the other. If anything it would
seem that Wilks may be guilty of a lesser
charge such as assault to murder.
No date for the trial has been set as yet but
speculation leaves the time somewhere be-
tween January and May 1972.
Several possible statemates in the progress
of a trial are:
1. Due to the black-white issue it is doubt-
ful that any of the white officers involved would
permit a black on the jury .of twelve. The law
has it set up when a murder charge is made
that the defendant my refuse up to 15 jurors
before the trial. Therefore as many as 60 pro-
spective jury members may be excluded by the
defendants,
2.1 Those charged with assault to murder
may waive another eight jurors each. Meaning
that a total of 92 jurors may be excluded for
one reason or another by the defendants.
3.) If at all possible the defense attorney
will probably try one of two (if not both)
escape methods for his clients, he May ask
that Judge Higgs excuse himself on the grounds
that he may be prejudicial (being a black
Judge) as the Black community will expect
convictions no matter what the evidence. . or
. . . defense attorneys may ask that pre-trial
publicity warrants moving the trial to another
county. (Indicating that relevant statements
made may likely influence any juror, white or
black).
Monday Judge Higgs notified all the media
(TV radio and newspapers) that some form,s
of publicity will not be tolerated and violaters
of this judgment will be held in contempt of
court.
The statement issued by Higgs also said
that an investigative team has been organized
to question possible violators of his ruling.
students Human relations group...
vex pros Eyes new sub-committeeBy W, A. Sengstacke, Jr.
Northside High School was
criticized heavily last week
because of the reaction of
several white teachers to a
black student drama pre-
sentation.
Following a presentation
sponsored by the Black
Knights, Inc., some white
teachers complained about
four letter words used in
the play directed by Miss
Deborah Cleaves, a member
of the Black Knights.
The white teachers also
complained about so called
anti-white themes in the
play.
Mr. Warren Lewis, head of
the Black Knights Organiza-
tion, said, "I am sorry that
certain teachers at North-
side High School are so far
behind the times, particular-
ly in the field of drama."
"These days all one need
do is pick up a newspaper,
look at television, or read
some of the latest plays be-
ing presented on and off
Broadway, to find that four
letter words are used
"Those w h ite teachers
who felt it was an anti-
white theme presented in the
production, should check
themselves, because it is ob-
vious they have no interest
in truth and beauty and the
problems that black students
are facing in America," he
said.
The organization is operat-
ing the drama program to
aid in desegregation with a
grant from the federal gov-
ernment. The grant is for
$29,860.
Miss Cleaves who is now
a student at Memphis State
University, was involved in
a dispute with the Board of
Education here in the city.
In 1969 she was suspended
for taking part in Black
Monday demonstrations. She
filed suit in federhl court
and won reinstatement to
Northside.
Mr. LeRoy Bledsoe, a
member of the Black
Knights. who will soon head
its economic arm and who
also a t tended Northside
High School. said, "that was
a Mat% an artistic work, and
to point a finger directly at
Deborah Cleaves, makes it
look extremely bad for
Northside High School."
Dr. Vasco Smith, a
member of the executive
board of the local NAACP.
said after hearing of the
new proposed "super-Human
Relation Commission." that
he felt it - was absolutely
"nothing."
"Under its presen)t setup,
the new Human Relations
Committee, nor its sub-
Committee will have any
power to do anything. The
secondary part of the new
setup is to upgrade the In-
ternal Affairs department
within the police force. This
in itself is ridiculous. The
police have never, and will
never investigate themselves
in a bad light." 
TheCity Council heard
recommendations r e c ently
on forming the new super-
Human Relations Council
and seemed to agree with
Its idea.
Council-chairman elect,
Fred Davis stated he felt
the idea was an excellent
beginning, and that he felt
the "major welders of opin-
ion in the Black community
will honor it, and cooperate."
J. 0. Patterson, Jr., a
member of the special com-
mittee formed to devise a
new method of airing police
abuse charges, said he sup-
ported the idea because it
was a step forward, but
would have rather seen a
civilian review board formed
with greater powers.
Councilman-elect John
Ford said he felt the com-
mittee will work if they real-
ly get out and do the job.
But soon added that "if
they continue to talk, and
not do anything, it isn't go-
ing to be effective."
The new committee,
which would serve under
the Human Relations Com-
mission, would be composed
of 10 law enforcement offi-
cers, and 10 citizens. At
least two of the law enforce-
ment officers would be of
the sheriffs department
only one could be above the
rank of captain.
,The lone point of the pro-
posed committee that is
contradictory to previous
such committees, is a sug-
gestion that at least 10 of
the citizens on the hoard be
members of the community
most directly affected by
the problem of police bru-
tality ... and that those
members NOT be so-called
community leaders, black
or white, but should be of
the more militant bl irk
groups, college and high
school students.
According to Dr. Smith, it
makes little difference who
is on the board, "because as
it is set up, they won't be
able to do a thing anyway.
This is nothing new. The
problem i s n't that the
Black community doesn't
push enough, because we do.
The problem exists because
the white community does
not want the police depart-
ment to change its policy.
The white community is still
satisfied to know, that they
have got somebody that will
keep Niggers under their,
thumb
"Until such time as the
white community is ready
to push this change, we
will have to continue fight-
ing an uphill battle."
Bricklayers file
suit on racism
Justice Department At-
torneys have been in court
all week attacking what they
call discrimination in the
Memphis masonry contract-
ing industry.
The action was brought
by Attorney General of the
United States John Mitchell
under Title V11 of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
They allege that Brick-
layers Local No. 1, the Joint
Apprenticeship C o m mittee
and a number of masonry
contractors have engaged in
practices of discriminatory
employment practices.
In the opening statement
James Fallon, a Washington
D. C., attorney for the Jus-
tice Department stated. "We
are seeking relief which
will affect the entire com.
mercial brick-masonry in-
dustry in Memphis, and
which, in the words of Chief
Justice Warren Burger of
th e Supreme Court. in
Griggs vs. Duke Power Co.
— speaking of the purpose
of Title VII. "will achieve
equality of employment op-
portunities and remove bar-
riers that have operated in
the oast to favor an identi-
fiable group of whites.'
He continued. "our our.
pose is to remove the built
in head-winds" which have
in the past denied Negroes
the full opportunity to par-
ticipate in all levels of the
masonry trade."
On what the attorneys
hoped to prove he stated,
"Our proof, we believe, will
first establish a pattern
which is unique in the build-
ing trades: that is, rather
than the total exclusion Of
Negroes from the trade, as
is common in trades such as
electricians, plumbers and
pipefitters, Negroes have
long participated in the
bricklaying craft."
He continued, "However,
as commercial bricklayers
became more attractive due
to substantial increase in
wages. Negroes participa-
tion in the trade declined."
"We intend to establish a
series of discriminatory inci-
dents against individuals
who fall in the following
classes: First, Journeymen
Negro craftsmen who are,
or have been members of
Bricklayers Local 2; Second.
Individuals who were not
members of the Union hut
who worked in some Phase
of the trade, and third, Ne-
gro Apprentice applicants."
Prior to the 1920's, more
than half of the membc,shin
of Bricklayers Logal n 1
were black. hut that since
then has changed The per-
centage has fallen to about
12
By MELVIN ROBINSON
\ Pres. Shelby County Dem. Club
Let's take a good look at the past election and see
if the black community made any gains. The answer
would be yes because we picked up four (4) additional
elected officials, namely, the Quarterly Court added
a black, Walter Bailey, making a total of two (21
blacks on a Court that only had one, Squire Jesso
H. Turner.
Moving to the City of Memphis Board of F:duca-
tion that is made up of nine (9) members. Five. voting
together would make a working majority. This elec-
tion represents the first time that the Board members
were elected by districts. The black community has
three (9) districts with a majority, so we picked up
three board representaitives. This Board has the re-
sponsibility of administering 85 million dollars and es-
tablishing board policies that vill govern the school
system. We believe this is a good board. You have
from District 4, Mrs. Maxine Smith. who is well known
for her interest in a better education for all: from
District 6. Carl Johnson, who is an educator and has
been actively involved in the black problems: from
District 7. George Bremn. an attorney heading the Le-
gal Service for the Justice Department. Attorney
Brown is the first black to head up this department.
This represents an innovation by the Republicans to
give the minority some legal counseling. Attorney
Brown serves the present board as an advisor.
It is our opinion, if we had the present elected
board there would have been a better hiring policy
for the school year 1971-72.
The City of Memphis School Board hired one hun-
dred and thirteen (1131 teachers. Only thirteen blacks
were hired. This is deplorable. At this ratio within ten
(10) years there will be no black teachers. This policy
must be reversed. We were confronted with the board
displacing black teachers on numerous things. One
is the National Teachers Examination. The present
policy states one must have a minimum of one thou-
sand points. We find that this was a requirement for
blacks only. Some whites were hired and never took
the examination. We find black ti;achers who have
been teachine for years are being bumped for white
teachers and being declared surplus and the board
says this is done to meet the court ratio requirements.
We say Bunk — a case of racism.. Can you imagine
that the City School cys'ern is made- up of 52 5r1- of
blacks? The teaching ratio is 60': white and 40c; black.
Do you think if the whites were in pupil majority
that they would acen1il kif the jobs? 44o, oer
people e ()old accent this but the blacks. ".wake. black
people. t'sin't we qnjtw to never see the light?"
CURRENT EVENTS
The Geeter School P.T.A. had a mass meeting ,
December R. 1971 at the school cafeteria. The cafeteria
was nacked. The City of Memphis School Board-Elect
was invited. Five came. they are Mrs. Barbara Son-.
neburg. Mrs. Juanita Watkins, Neal Small, Carl .1ohn-
son. District p 6 and George Brown which was a ma-
jority. 1Ve feel these board members want to serve
the needs of our ('its'. schools. We feel that their pres-
ence meant they I.Vere no' concerned with black schools
nor white. hit with 'he Nlemnhis City Schools.
Mayor-Flect Wyeth Chandler was invited and was
present. From the Council. Mrs. Gwen Awsumb, Tom
Todd. Jack McNeil and ,John Ford were presen t.
Where was the Chairman. Fred Davis? Is this what
the black community can expect from the first black
chairman?
The above column is solely the opinion of the
author and not necessarily that of this newspaper.
Comments will be accepted on any columns appearing
in this space and will be published. Any politically af-
filiated organization or individual who wishes to ex-
press his opinion may do so in this column. Any such
correspondence should be sent to the Tri-State De-
fender. care of the Political Editor. 124 E. Calhoun
Ave.. Memphis, Tenn. 38103.
MEMPHIS' UPTOWNADULIMEATRE
Last week Memphis state
University officials announc-
ed that an Institution for
Criminal Justice had been
created. The Institution is
designed to expand educa-
tional programs for M e m•
phis. Shelby County and
West T.'...aessee.
Dr. Cecil C. Hi ..phreys,
President of MSU, said the
new institute is designed to
vastly expand the education-
al offering: in law enforce-
ment and criminal justice.
-Our new Insaute a as
created after many months
of planning to upgrade the
educational qualifications of
persons in these fields, and
we believe that this program
is vital to Memphis. Shelby
Cowity and West Tennessee."
Dr. Humphreys said.
-Current offerings in the
University's Division of Law
Enforcement will be rev
ed anti updated so that we
tay initiate the Institutes :In interdisciplinary edu-
cational program."
Atemehis State Universi-
-ty has had a law enforce-
ment training program since
1963. The. Division of I, a w
Enforcement of the Depart-
ment of Sociology and An-
thropology. has offere d
courses leading to a bache-
lor', degree with concen•
traiion in police administra-
tion, correction and general
law enforcement. Over 300
students are now enrolled in
classes offered by the divi-
sion.
Tile new Institute for
Criminal Justice will as-
sume all functions of the Di-
vision of Law Enforcement,
and, will include expanded
uffefings. in criminal justi%e.
police administration, cur-
rectien. law enforcement and
management related instruc•
lion.
Specifically. the new Insti-
tute is designed to:
—Provide a liberal arts de-
gree to qualify individuals
to assume administrative re-
sponsibilitiei, and . research
positions in -.;area-s . relating
to law enfOrcement.
—provide more qualified
per sowiel with more ade-
quate education and training
in the field of criminal jos-
_
LAND FoR SALE
IN THE BEAl BEET
IIRBAN RENEV AL AREA
PROJECT NO. TENN. R.77
Redexclopment Proposals will be accepted mud 10,00 AM.
Central Standard Time, January 19, 1972, for die purchase and re-
oar,tels of land in the Beale Sin-et Urban Renewal
x•- ' ' 'I.: R 77.
Nisei 20 4 !us approximately .16,910 square feet with a mini-
mw il acceptable price of 12.50 per square foot for commercial re-
use: parcel 20-5 has approximately 56,725 square feet with a mini-
mum acceptable price of $1.23 per square foot for residential reuse;
parcel 21,4 has approximately 80,200 square feet with a mimimum
acceptable price of 11.25 per square foot for residential reuse; parcel
21-5 It's aPP,0"Illately 153.526 square feet with A minimum ac-
ceptable price of 51.25 per square foOt 16r residential reuse; parcel
21-3 has approximately 86.650 square leer with a inininium ac-
ceptable price el 12.00 per square foot for commercialfresidential.
All areas are subject to final survey.
A 10 per cent deposit of the price offered must accompany each
proposal in the form of a certified or cashier's check payable to
Memphis Housing Authority. Deposits will be refunded promptly
if the offer is not accepted. A line drawing and approximate cost of
the proposed development also must be furnished with each offer.
The selected redeveloper must agree to furnish final plans and
specifications and C01111DittlICIII of mortgage financing for con-
struction prior to conveyance of the property, and construction
must begin with 30 days thereafter, unless specific provisions is
made to the contrary. Selection of redevelopers will be by negotia-
tion on a basis of price offered, type and quality of pr,,potred de-
velopment and redeveloper. and the overall effect and benefit of the
proposal development to the project. Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the tight to reject any and all proposals and to waive any
informality in the proposal and selection procedure. Prospective re-
developers are urged to inspect the redevelopment documents at
700 Adams Avenue between 8:00 A.M. and 430 P.M. Monday
through Friday.
The developer and his contractors must abide by all Federal,
Equal Emplot mem Opportunity Laws. Further, a statement must
be provided in which the des-eloper Agrees for itself its successors
and assigns that during construction and thereafter the developer
and its successors and assigns shall include in all advertising for the
sale or rental of the property a statement to the effect that (a) the
property is open to all persons without discrimination on the basii
of race, color, religion, $47.n or national origin, and that (b) there
shall be no discrimigation tu public access and use of the property
to the extent that iris open tothe
Real Estate Broker Inquiries Solicited 
For Information, Contact:
Real Estate Department
Memphis Housing Authority
700 Adams Avenue Post Office Box 68
Telephone 5217620 Memphis', Tennessee 38101
The Shainberg Foundation
of Memphis has given $25,000
to help develop new teaching
methods and expand pro-
grams in the Leigh Buring
Memorial Clinic for Excep-
tional Children at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee Medi-
cal Units.
Dr. Joe Johnson, chancel-
lor of the Medical Units, and
Dr. James Hughes, chair-
man of the Department of
Pediatrics, announced award
of the gift to the clinic which
Ls housed in the Thomas F.
Gailor Outpatient Clinic
Building.
The clinic was established
in 1970 by Mr. and Mrs. Jer-
ry Boring of Memphis as a
memorial to their daugh-
ter, Leigh Buring, who died
at the age of 10.
The facility was opened as
part of the Pediatric Ambu-
latory Service at UT to pro-
vide comprehensive services
for children with various
problems, such as mental re-
aardation, learning difficul-
ties, emotional problems and
other handicapping condi-
tions.
Officials of the Shainberg
Foundation said funds gen-
erally had been contributed
as "seed" money to help
establish worthy projects
which may be further en-
larged. The present gift,
however, was intended to
help support the search for
new teaching methods and
approaches at the clinic.
Dr. Hughes said the me-
morial clinic had been eaadan-
gerad by a shortage of funds.
"Community agencies
have been very active in re-
ferring children to this clin-
ic," Dr. Hughes said, "and
tice
—attract college-age s t u-
dents to the program a n d
provide educational oppor-
tunities in the pursuit of ca-
reers in certain areas of
criminal justice
—provide opportunity for
those in the field of criminal
justice to continue their edu-
cation and career advance-
ment; to train police a n d
other law enforcement of-
ficers, both state and local,
in the maintenance of law
services in state and local
jurisciiction: to improve the
quality of criminal justice
in Tennessee through an up-
grading of educational lev-
els of criminal justice per-
sonar I, increasing the Per-
centage of law enforcement
personnel Who have obtain-
ed college degrees in t h e
fields relating to law enforce-
ment.
Dr. Humphreys noted that
"Memphis is the largest ur-
ban area in the state and
the seventeenth largest in
the nation. With a population
of over 725,000 residents,
Shelby County increasingly
demands professionals in all
areas of criminal justice.
This grant and the new In-
stitute will allow us to pro-
vide educational programs
for police officers, as well
as professionals associated
with penal systems, parole
system and criminal justice
administration. We a r e
proud to offer this service to
our metropolitan area."
A 525.000 grant from the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration of the U. S
Department of Justice has
been recommended for MSU
and the Tennessee Law En-
forcement Planning Commis
sion to aid in the Institute's
establishment
they were very much upset
when it was thought early in
the summer that with the
lack of funds it might not
be able to continue, much
less expand."
Dr. Marvin I. Gottlieb, as-
sociate professor in the De-
partment of Pediatrics and
director of the Leigh Boring
Memorial Clinic, said the
gift would be used to hire a
full-time secretary and so-
cial worker to meet the in-
creasing administrative and
social work load.
Chancellor Johnson said
gifts, such as the one from
the Shainberg Foundation,
permit enharcement and im-
proVement of UT's training
and serviceirogram
"Support from leading citi-
zens, such as those who
guide the Shainberg Founda-
tion, enables the University
of Tennessee Medical Units
to make further progress in
educating students and Pro.
viding services to give the
best possible health care to
the people of this area."
The Bethel Grove PTA
will meet Thursday, Decem•
her 16, at 7:00 p.m. in the
school's cafeteria. A Christ-
mas program will be pre-
sented by all the grades. One
hour earlier, at 6:00 p.m.,
the executive board and -all
room sponsors will hold a
special meeting. Mrs. Mar-
garet Toler is sponsor of the
event, and Eugene Calloway
LeMoyne-Owen College has a distinguished history of having provided more than 100 years of quality educational
service to Memphis, to Tennessee, and to America. Deeply rooted in its tradition of Christian concern for the de-
velopment of young people, LeMoyne-Owen College is committed to providing quality liberal and pre.preotesirrnal
education for students whose potentialities would be stifled without such an opportunity. Memphis benefits from
educated, prodtic tive citizens
• 
Enables promising students
from low-income families,
about 80 percent of the
total enrollment, to receive
a college education.
• rurnished distinouished and
outstanding leadership for
the Memphis community.
Works for peaceful, con-
structive change, where rea-
son and sober judgement
and hasty decisions.
Focuses national attention
on Memphis through the
college's Alumni and
Trustees residing in other
sections of the country.
Your Gift Will Be Used For:
1. Financial Aid to Stu-
dents
2. Faculty Improvement
3. Books for College Li-
brary
4.Captial Improvements a
Physical Plant
5. Plant Maintenance
6. Audio-Visual Aids and
Materials
7. Modern Office Equip-
ment and Machinery
8. United Negro College
Fund, In 1970, Memphis
raised $15,000 for the
UNCFL national solid-
tation, and LeMoyne-
Owen College received
$96,000 from the UNC .
These education-minded businesses and citizens ate among those who have contributed to the 1971-72 LeMoyne-Owen
College Annual Fund:
LeMoyne-Owen College Faculty & Staff
LeMoyne-Owen College Student Body
Charles Brakefield
Universal Life Insurance Company
J. Strickland Company
Ladies Riverside Community Club
Benjamin Goodman
Charles Goodman
H. A. Gilliam, Sr,
Odell Horton
Julius Lewis
T. R. McLemore
Henry Gotten
Edwin Dalstrom
Mrs. james S. Ryas
Mid-South Sporting aacids
Hollis F. rice
Miss Alice Wherry
E. A.Mitherspoon
Gordon Transports
Charles P. Pinkston
Nelson Freeburg
Dreif us Jewelers
Jesse 14, Turner
Charles L. Dinkins
Holiday Inws,•-1
Rev: J. W. Willia
Herbert Glazer
Parts, Inc.
Humko '
Mrs. Dorothy Harris
Mrs. Wilhelmiem L. Thompson
Elder Blair T. Hunt
A. A. Lattinq
John T. Fisher
Mail your contribution to Lemoynetowen College. Use the coulson below.
Address 
City, State and Z/P 
Amount of Gift 
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Mississippi can put more
men in uniform. Man for
man. though, San Jose is
just as good and, I'm con-
vinced, perhaps the best
team we've met this sea-
son." "
"I know one thing,
though," he added. "We're
going to have to lose a lot
of sleep trying to find a way
to stop them."
Murphy's club experienced
its worst season since he
took over as head coach in
1958. The record was 4-6 —
but three losses were by a
total of 11 points.
Still, the Tigers claimed
the Missouri Valley Confer-
ence championship and the
right to represent the cir-
cuit in the Pasadena Bowl.
"It's been one of my most
frustrating seasons." admits
Murphy'. "Fumbles caused
the greatest problems —
and that's a play we've
never worked on in practice.
Matter of fact, I always
thought the term turnover
was for basketball, not foot-
ball.
The American Baptist
Horne Mission Societies, Val-
ley Forge, vennsylvanta. de-
posited $20.000 in the T r i
State Bank of Memphis. 213
S. Main St., P. 0. Box 2327,
as part of a total of $600.000
authorized for placement in
minority community banks
across the country.
Acting for the Baptist
group, the Re%erend Charles
L. Dinkins, Pastor of First
Bantist Church (Lauderdale),
and the Reverend W. C.
Holmes, Pastor of Beulah
Baptist Church — both of
Memphis — explained the
concern of the American
Baptist Convention for c o n-
sistency of its investment
policies with the theology
State Senator Mervyn M.
Dymally, co-chairman of the
National Conference of Black
Elected Officials, said he
has begun a nationwide ef-
fort among the 2,000 bla ck
office 'holders to push f o r
passage of Senator John
Tunney's $90 million bill to
help combat the deadly dis-
ease, sickle cell anemia
At the same time, he lash-
ed out at the Nixon Adminis-
tration's opposition to T u n-
ney's bill "How can a Presi-
dent back a plan to spend
$26 billion to conquer can-
cer, yet claim $5 to $5 mil-
lion is enough to devote to a
disease which attacks one in
every 500 black children?"
Dymally asked
-This is institutional ra-
cism at its ugliest." he add-
ed.
"I am sending letters to
the 2.000 black elected offi-
cials across the land, urg-
ing them to organize com-
munity support for the Tun-
ney bill." the Los Angeles
legislator said.
He said he is also urging
black officials to take the
lead in setting up groups to
study and focus public atten-
tion cm the problem of SCA.
"Further, I am urging that
they put pressure on their
city, county and state gov-
ernments to set up screening
programs to detect cases of
this deadly disease." he add-
and program of American
Baptists.
Approximately 25 banks
will receive funds. 'l'he de-
posits will be treated in the
regular fashion, earning cur-
rent interest rates and in
turn will be made available
a5 new loan funds to the
cum munity
The purpose of this p r 0-
gram, according to the Rev.
Dinkins and Holmes, focuses
on the Home Mission Socie-
ties' concern for justice
(equality in life). These de-
posits will make loans avail-
able to members of minority
communities whose personal
and business loan applica-
tions oftimes are rejected
because of the low priority
given to those of minority
ed.
Bills to accomplish these
purposes in California, and
introduced by Dymally, As-
semblyman Leon Ralph and
the Legislature's Black Cau-
cus, are already making
their way through the cur-
rent session of the Califor-
nia Legislature,
He said he will also ask
the Legislature's Black Cau-
cos to petition Congress to .
pass the Tunney bill,
Sickle cell anemia, a blood
disorder, is fatal to 90 per
cent of those whom it at-
tacks, and is a disease limit
ed almost entirely to blacks.
An estimated 50.000 blacks.
have the disease now, and
another 2 million may be
carriers, according to medi-
cal estimates
Tunney's bill Senate Bill
2677, would provide $30 mil
lion a year for the next three
years for diagnosis, treat-
ment and public education
on the disease. The bill is,
now on the Senate floor for
vote A similar bill. House
Bill 11171, is being heard in
the House of Represen-
tatives, and was introduced
by the 13 black Congress-
men. Nixon Administration
spokesmen have opposed
Tunney's bill on grounds
that current spending. of $:-)
to $6 million a year, is suf
ficient.
In his letter to black offu
"DOUBLE SAVINGS"
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VALUABLE 1 
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Memphian moves up...
Phillip M. Duncan has been promoted to the position of
office manager at ITT Continental Baking Company, in
Columbus, Ohio. Duncan, who attended Tennessee State
and Memphis State University, formerly was chief
accountant of the Mahalia Jackson Chicken system. He
also worked with the baking company here in Memphis
for about a year.
Billy (Spook) Murphy has
been head football coach at
Memphis State University
for 14 year, But. right now,
he'll be among the f rst to
admit he's a little worried
over his club's first appear-
ance in a major-post sea-
son bowl game. the Pasa-
dena Bowl, to be held Satur-
day, Dec. 18, in the Rose
Bowl.
"14e nes pected any-
thing but th would have
some real tougo competition
in the Pasadena Bowl,"
Murphy said. "But San Jose
State is not just an average
football team — it is an ex-
cellent footb. II team, much
stronger than we ever really
expected."
San Jose State. represent-
ing the Pacific Coast Ath-
letic Assn., holds a stunn-
ing 13-12 upset victory over
Rose Bowl-bound Stanford
and figures as a slight choice
against Memphis State,
kingpin of the Missouri Val-
ley Conference, when the
two clubs
And Murphy can only
agree.
"When Dewey King (San
Jose coach) say s his club
uses .st multiple offense,
you'd better believe he isn't
kidding. They have in Dave
Chaney, All-American line.
backer, one of the finest
athletes in the country and
he is by far their finest ath-
lete, but their offense is
very strong, too.
"I would compare San
Jose State favorably with
the University of Mississippi.
The only difference is that
The Kennedy Democratic
Youth Organization recently
made a tremendous contri-
bution to the poor of Mem-
phis by donating Thanks-
giving baskets when they
were most needed,
The group also gave a
party on November 20 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Morris of 981 Al ask a.
Members of the group are:
Othella Sawyer, president;
Willie McWilliams, vice pres-
ident; Barbara Wooten, sec-
retary: Zina Jackson, treas-
urer; Herbert Jackson, sgt.
at arms, and business man-
ager, Avis Walton. Advisor
to the organization is Mr.
Ernest C. Bell.
Others active in the group
are: Jeannie Peters, Robbie
Bradley, John Varter, Cheryl
Flowers, Harry Richardson,
Michael Taylor, Hartiss
Lynn Owens Catherine
Jones, Don Dr isk ell and
John Carter.
FOR SALE BY
U3. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
189 Appleville Cove $21,250
6 rooms, 11/2 baths, BY $230Down
484E. Fernwood $10,250
roomt 1 balk 5250
.Asb1S Down
1485 Gabay 3,950
4 rooms, 1 bath FR No DownPayment
528 Josephine St. 513,150
8 rooms, 1 bath, BY $250 ,Down
306 1,evjRoad 
 
'
$12,250.jrooms. 1 Seth. By 
'
$250
Down
2268 Tim Tam 
$14.500
$250
Down
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Longterm, 71/2% Loans Awiilable
See Any Broker •
PURNELL'S PRIDE
- GRADE A
FRfol:/F5
25
races and because banks
who serve minority commu-
nities usually have insuf
ficient loan funds.
Horace E. Cale, Treasur
er of the Home Mission Su
cieties, has said, "At a time
when the substrucloure of
America seems on the vergi)
of collapse, a national agen-
cy of the church must re
examine its goals, objective.,
and activities to be sure that
expenditures of funds, ener-
gies and ideas are on tar
get so as to he meeting
man's most pressing needs
today." He said that • t h e
Societies' investment port-
folio is becoming a major
Tesource to effect social
change and to extend h e
benefits of 11MS programs:'
mak, Dyinally wrote that
"Certainly we must not
downgrade efforts to conquer
cancer or any deadly dis-
ease. But surely, efforts to
combat disease should not
be decided on a racial bas-
is."
Present at the depositing ceremonies were lti-litat- Bank),
(I-r) Rev. W. (. Holmes, Rev, Charles L. (Withers photo)
Dinkins. Jesse Turner (vice president of
Your only decision will be which size to buy—all gift wrapped.
BLENDED WHISKEY -Sin PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIM • 01971 CALVERT UST. CO. L
OUISVILLE. KY.
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Who provides foilds for Black 'colleges?
Union Planters
Master.
 Charge
wraps it up
for Christmas.
Whether a Christ7mas present means a DM pair of
slI) pers or a color TV set. Master Charge can help
you put it under pair tree. Shop the store that.
proudly dist days' the Master charge emb14..in in its
window. .That's where you'll find quality merchanditte
that does credit to t he most distlituinating
Santa Claus.
AtUnion
Planters
NATIONALSANK OF MEMPHIS
Foundations are
the biggest aid)
One of the important sup-
porting organizations for
Wick colleges, is the foun-
dation, which makes grants
so that the school may carry
on its valuable service to
the community. In a recent
statement by Frederick D.
Patterson, President of the
Robert R. Moton Foundation,
some very interesting c o
ments were made about the
importance of the black col-
lege. He put specific empha-
sis on the significant grant
made by the PIrd FOuncia-
tion.
Mr. Patterson stated. "the
Ford Foundation grant an-
nouncement, in which one
hundred million dollars will
be used to aid minority ed-
ucation over the next six
years, is a splendid recogni-
tion of the unique and con-
tinuing role of black colleges
in general, and specifically
of the particular institutions
that will he funded under
this grant.
"It is hoped this splendid
recognition of the important
work being done by black
colleges, will he sufficient
evidence for many addition-
al foundations, corporations
and individuals to consider
the worthiness, not only of
these institutions, but of the
most of the nearly 80 that
will not benefit from this
particular grant program,"
he continued.
Mr. Patterson • stated,
"The Ford Foundation grant
should not be considered as
anything more than it is,
namely, a specific recogni-
tion of a few of the institu-
tions they have studied, but
in no s'ense is it a declara-
tion of unworthiness in terms
of those not included.
LeMoyne-Owen College is
one of the colleges chosen
to receive the gift, Mr. Pat-
terson stated. "Every foun-
dation has grant limitation.
and program direction.
which it must follow. It
would be an unfortunate re-
sult, if therefore, an interpre-
tation has already occurred
in an article in the 11 e w
York Times, which depicts
this beneficence as passing
judgment on the total de-
servedness of bleck colleges
in general for support.
"Black colleges are public
and private, small and com-
paratively large, as well as
both insignificant and   out-
standing In  teh isne the t h a yquali y
services they perform.
n
are no different from a n y
number of white institutions
which represent their coun-
terparts and they are just
as worthy as these institu-
tions of the opportunity both
to survive and progress as
they attempt to do their
shoauth..,rein helping the nation
meet the need for the high-
er education by American
y
He continued, "It is hoped,
therefore, that the signifi-
cant grant of the Ford Foun-
dation will be' seen in Its
proper context and the net
result, not only for the col-
leges which are directed ben-
eficiaries, hut for all of the
worthy black institutions not
included, will emphasize the
need to provide funds, from
every contributing source
. . . to enable institutions
truly worthy in their poten-
tial to remain in existence
for their specialized and
qualitative addition to the
effort which must be made
in behalf of all higher educa-
tion and to see that Ameri-
can youth, regardless of
race, creed, color or geogra-
phy, are brought to a level
of acceptable competence in
the decade of the 70's."
0111GISAS MOW-A kie6w siuscia ewe. 6 rues co sal asses . SLUM DaTillfil3 come, N.Y.C.
Gift-wrapped at no extra charge.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
1, Factory Rebuilt motors Installed on time.
2. Automatic Transmissions
-Guaranteed on time.3. Paint Jobs cash or on time.
4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or *ay Pay-ments, also insurance jobs.
B. Air conditioning, cash or $5,00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
COME TO SEE US•YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297 Vance Ave. Downtown
PH. 526-03/3
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The Big Parade
We live in
a silly
season
By LOUIS MARTIN
Whatever may be the differ-
ences between the Rev. Jesse Jack-
son and the Rev. Ralph Avernathy,
between Chicago's Operation Bread-
basket and the SCLC officialdom,
it is the hope of every thoughtful
citizen that these differences will
be promptly resolved.
The rash of rumors, the gossip
and the partisan press accounts of
the controversy serve no construc-
tive ends.
Some of it, perhaps, is inevit-
able. Anyone who dares to aspire to leadership among
us today must of necessity climb a slippery ladder.
We live in a period when the way a man wears his hair
seems to some more important than what he thinks.
We confuse style with substance and lock up our minds
with snap judgments. We live in a silly season.
Martin Luther King It that his views, his
motives and his actions would be questioned not only
by those whom he fought against but also by those
on whose behalf he fought. No leader was better pre-
pared for this testing.
Incidentally, Lerone Bennett, Jr. made an obser-
vation at the recent Congressional Black Caucus Con-
ference which may be apropos. He said "It is impor-
tant for the black community to judge individuals on
the basis of their contributions. Some men can write,
some men can fix cars, some men can cook, some
men can raise hell; all-the writer, the mechanic, the
cook, the hellraiser—are valuable because their skills
are complementary and not contradictory."
The Rev. Jesse Jackson and the Rev. Ralph
Abernathy, both have contributions to make. They
walked with Martin Luther King. They shared his
dreams and respondent to his call. They shared the
agony of his tragic death.
It would be presumptous to suggest how these
strong leaders should relate, or not relate, with one
another. They are men and not children.
It must be said, however, that the nation has
never been in greater need of courageous and enlight-
ened leadership, black and white. It has become a
cliche to say that we live in a sick society. The
supreme tragedy is that in this sick society there
are few doctors in whom the American people, black
or white, have any confidence.
Our plight was well described by Vernon Jordan,
the new national head of the Urban League move-
ment, when he said last week:
"Our task is a grave one, especially at this time,
when there is a growing despair that this nation can
ever solve the racial divisions that have so tern and
blooded the fabric of our society. White America's
attitude seems to be frozen in a sullen resentment
against what interprets as a capitulation to blacks
in the sixties. Middle America seems to be complain-
ing that: "They've got their laws. We've more clearly
defined their rights. We've hired a few; voted for one.
A black doctor just moved into our suburban neighbor-
hood. We eat with them in restaurants, sit beside them
in buses; and even allowed a few to desegregate our
schools — on a token basis, of course. What more do
they want?"
"Rut while black Americans are saying 'a little bit
of freedom won't do', white Americans respond 'thus
far for black folk — and no further'. Hence, there is a j
national impasse found on white America's reluct-
ance to complete the moral and social revolu-
tion started in the sixties, and its inability to fully
understand that the issues of that decade are no longer
civil rights issues of the seventies.
"In the sixties, the issue was the right to sit on
the bus, today the issue is where that bus is going and
what does it cost to get there. In the sixties, the issue
was the right to eat at the lunch counter; today the
issue is the hunger and malnutrition that stalk the
land. In the sixties, the issue was fair employment.
Today, that can no longer be separated from full em-
ployment of black people and equal access to every
kind and level of employment. . . the restructuring of
America's economic and political power so that blacks
have their fair share of the rewards, the responsi-
bilities, and the decision-making in every sector of
society."
Louisville favored
Louisville fs the solid favorite in the Maisouri Valley
Conference this season and Big Eight basketball coaches
are running scared from another Valley product, Iowa
State Coach Maury John.
Jolui, after a highly successful tour at Drake, has shak-
en the staid Big Eight with the promise of an outstand-
ing program at Iowa State.
John recruited five junior college transfers, promised
that four of them would start and will showcase thorn in a
new 14,323-seat arena at Ames. Cyclone partisans respond-
ed by buying out the new Beldhouss with more than 9,000
season tickets being gold to students.
Surgery for Star
MONTREAL — (UPI) — Detenseman Guy LaPointe
of the National Hockey Ledgue Montreal Canadiens h a
been admitted to the Montreal General Hospital with s
fractured right cheek bone, a club spokesman said Mon-
day.
LaPointe sustatn641.61be injury Sunday nIghts" Mettspr„d
when the Red Winallie4 the Canediens 4-2. 'f,":,.%,,,-„,„1,2;"-z,",—.
Canadiens officitir"sittd-doetors expect to 'opente on
LaPointe. He will be kept off the lineup for at least two
weeks but may be allowed to skate next week.
DEFENDER Page 51
Where is Miss
Black Memphis
Your more receipt contestants in the upcoming "Miss
Black Memphis" pageant to be held Janaury 20, at Ike
Holiday Inn Rivermont are Cynthia Renee Perldns, 17, a
student% at Coulee' High, and a yowls Actress who appear.
ed us MertPs production of “Tommye"; Brenda Joyce Par.
te^, 9, a atud-ant nurse at' MSV; Bettye J. Miller, IL a
student at Northelde, and Shaven Ariel' Lucas, 17, also a
student at Northeide.• Entries feg Ske coutekt site still being
taken at: Miss Olailt MetnPlis, 1850 Lamar, or Maio
272-1745 for information.
SHARON LUCAS
CYNTHIA PERKINS
HRINDA PARTEE
BETTYE MILLER
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
21 3 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD
Complete
Courteous • Confidential
Banking Services
Each Depositer Insured up to 120,000
By Federal Deposit insurance Corporation
UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITIES
BEALE STREET-USA
Inquiries invited from interested developers for the redevelop-
ment of the "blue Light Area" of historic Beale Street, Memphis,
Tennessee. The "Blue Light Area", recognized as the "Home of the
Blues" where W.C. Handy wrote much of his famous music,
consists of 3 blocks of structures fronting on Beale Street itself
and is composed of approximately 38 separate parcels of property
which will provide space for from 60 to 70 commercial establish-
ments. It centers around Handy Park, owned and maintained by the
City of Memphis, and is anticipated to be a 24-hour downtown
tourist, entertainment and shopping centar, premed rectsvelop.
ment of the balance of the. Beale Street Project included high and
low-rise residential, schools, churches and commercial concerns.
Ample parking it also planned.
Flats and additional information may be inspected and discussed
at the office of Memphis Housing Authority, Monday through
Friday, from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Other Prime residential and
commercial sites are available in 4 other urban renewal areas.
Mail inquiries should be addressed to:
Memphis Housing Authority
700 Adams Avenue
Telephone (901) 513-7610
Post Office Box 61
Memphis, Tenneuee 38101
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--- Norfolk points the way
Times are a ` changin'...
= For many yeirs, the Black man has been asking himself,
=hen are my people going to awaken?". Now it is time for
Min to ask the white man. -when are you going to awaken?".
-Tokenism in jobs. positions. homes, grants, gifts and count-
Jos other ways, has been the establishment's way of pacifying
Ile Black man to dorget his anger and return to a "more peace-
CD co-existence" for decades and decades.
-- What will it take to awaken the white man that no longer
Will token actions suffice?
Black Memphians are not going to be satisfied with the
aligrading of the present Human Relations Council to pursue
Weir police abuse charges. It is pugnaciously obvious that up-
trading the present system with more Money, and a longer name
or title, without delegating more power to it. will change little
t/LDre than the diet on which its members feed. Instead of ham-
Eager, they will now dine a steak.
— Mayor-elect Wyeth Chandler commented on the n'ew pro-
-
posal by saying, "whether right or wrong, true or untrue, there
is a feeling on the council, we need to do something to develop
a better feeling between the Black community and police.-
An attitude such as Ma4r-elect Chandler put forth, is ex-
actly why black-white and police-community relations are as
they are today. When the attitude and mood of the Black com-
munity appears to pose a threat to the white community, the
white establishment, says, "do something now, even if it's
wrong."
At the same time, they keep the idea in mind not to give the
Black man anything. "just make him think we are doing him a
favor." In effect, what usually happens is, "Mr. Charlie"
takes the Black man's nickel and gives him five pennies in re-
turn, telling him now he has five pieces of money instead of one.
'The day and age when Black Memphis will be fooled by the
old "shell and nut" game, is coming to a close.
Black Memphis knows what it wants
Black Memphis is saying, "we know what we want, and
AIN'T nobody going to turn us around."
Last week the Shelby County Grand Jury returned indict-
ments against nine individuals out of the more than 30 "Law and
Order- representatives at the scene of 17-year old Elton Hayes'
death two months ago.
Many Black Memphians were surprised to learn of the nine
indictments in light of the actions that have occurred in the past
when white policemen were accused of misconduct. How they
(the Grand .Jury) arrived at a figure of nine, is a puzzle to all,
but in light of public and nationwide concern in the case, some-
thing, even at a minimum, had to be done.
As a result of the number charged, and the specifications
made, four indicted for murder, four with "assault to murder."
and one deglect of duty, it is no wonder the grand jury has always
chosen to seek exlusion from the press behind closed doors.
Had "everyday Black Joe" been charged with murder, and
lived with his family until such time as he was apprehended, and
it were made known that the family knew of his crime yet fail-
ed to turn him in. . .The whole family would be subject to arrest
for harboring a criminal or accessory after the fact.
But in the case of policemen, who seemingly are almighty
when it comes to interpreting the law, there can be no such
charges.
Should not Sheriff Roy Nixon be charged with haboring a
criminal? Three of the four men charged with first degree mur-
der are his "children." Police Chief Henry Lux suspended 23 of
his men without hesitation upon learning of the circumstances,
although they received pay while "suspended". Nixon repeated-
ly denied that his men had anything to do with the death of young
Hayes.
After learning of the indictments, Sheriff Nixon put on a very
touching show by crying for TV newsmen, but this should not
exonerate him for his crime.
Surely all 30-odd law officers at the scene are guilty in one,-
form or another. Their absolute silence regarding the -ait e, it-
self, makes - hem accessories.
After olyerving the "establishment of law and order" pro-
tect itself f-r FO many years, the Black community is prepared
for the time when it is announced that no one will be charged. The
black community is acutely aware that indictments are not eon-
victions. How the Black masses will react, remains to be seen
WI4AT A BACKLASIV
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My View
Why Charles Evers lost
his bid in Mississippi
By DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
There is no one reason that can ac-
count for Charles Evers' defeat in his
run to become governor of Mississippi.
There are many reasons and all the rea-
sons I name may not include them all.
To summarize it in a few words
— EVERS IS BLACK. No black -man
could be elected Governor of Mississippi
in 1971. The days of miracles may n o t
be over, but it would have taken an act
of God to get Evers elected. So much
for the generalization.
Most of the white people in Missis-
sippi would have voted against E v er s
just because he is black. Many white
men have been elected Governors of
Mississippi who had no more on the ball
than Evers and some did not have as
much. If God were known to be black
and ran for governor in Mississippi. God
would have been defeated; especially if
God made no use of His divine powers.
This does not mean that no whites
voted for Evers for I understand that
a goodly number of' whites did vote for
Evers. But at this point in time, not
enough whites would have voted for
Evers to put him in the governor's
chair. There are always a few whites
around who would vote for a black man
to win the governors chair; but the i r
number is infinitesimal.
Then there is the plain fact that
blacks have been voting so short a time
that many of them do not know the sig-
nificance of voting. They could care less
who is governor. Black people may cry
BLACK POWER, BLACK CONSCIOUS-
NESS, BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL, etc.,
but black is not beautiful enough to
make a black man governor if it takes
‘irtually all black votes to get him
elected, depending of course, upon some
\011ie votes.
All this is compounded by the fact
that there are still many blacks who
have no faith in a black man's ability
to run a state. There are still many
blacks around who think white and when
they vote, they Will vote white.
I was recently told by a Mississippi-
an that blacks are still intimidated in
many sections in Mississippi. Whites
threatened blacks in order to keep
them from voting. Many of these blacks
can be intimidated merely by being told
by their white landlords to stay away
from the polls. This happens not only in
Mississippi, but in other s ec tions of
small towns and rural areas in t he
South.
There is a final factor that contribut-
ed to Evers' defeat. It was mighty fine
of Lindsay, Hubert Humphrey and other
well meaning liberals to go into Missis-
sippi and campaign for Evers.
But it did not help Evers with most
white people in Mississippi to have
Yankees coming into the state to c a m-
paign for a black man against a white
man. This is more than the a ver a ge
white Mississippian can stand.
Be this as it may. it was good for
Charles Evers to run for Governor. The
whites in the state will get used to
blacks voting and running for office. I
hope Evers' campaign is iorophetic of
things to come.
Point of View
Bq NAT D. WILLIAMS
PRISON TALK
The community is beginning to
seethe with verbal expressions of
concern regarding the situation of
of inmates of prisons a n d penal
farms in Tennessee.
This interest is perhaps gener-
al throughout the nation. The dra-
matic impact of prison outbreaks
and rebellions in various sections
of the nation obviously account for
the growing volume of talk about
what is going on in penal institu-
tions all over.
Amidst this volume of com-
ment, a variety of attitudes may
be discerned. Some folk display
a maudlin sentimentality about
the prisoners. They talk in terms
of their feelings. Their comment
revolves mainly around the theme
of the "poor, mistreated, forgotten
prisoners." And there is much
merit in this position, but more
sound than substance.
Then there are those —Or/lose
attitude is one of callous indiffer-
ence or perhaps hostility. This at-
titude holds on to the old idea that
pritrds exist 'o punish wrong-
doers. This attitivle supports the
view that the inwater- have got
what is coming to'llOiri. . . that
they are a menace to society, and
should be kept under lock and key.
How they are treated behind bars
does not occupy the thinking of
persons who hold the attitude that
prisoners are only receiving de-
served punishment. It causes peo-
ple to brush aside the reasonable
complaints of prisoners, if they
happen to be voiced It leads to a
willingness to express annoyance
from the prisoners with brutal
acts of repression, even to the ex-
tent of slaughtering the prisoners.
Another attitude has strong
overtones of reactions to racism.
Persons who hold this view insist
that since more than 35 percent
of the inmates of most prisons in
the United States are Black„ or
are members of other dark-skined
minorities, these inmates are mal-
treated, brutalized, neglected, and
otherwise dehumanized. And there
is a basis of truth in the observa-
tions. •
But over and beyond such at-
titudes there is the growing and
sober attitudes that there is a dire
need for the American public to
inrjet,. hard look at the
nricon situation. -Some im-
no*tan' questions rtlo be asked.
Some drastic reforms need to be
made. Some concern should be
shown.
So This is Washington 
African chamtilL an
vir
ambitious undertaking:
By ETHEL I.. PAYNE
The International' African Chamber
of Commerce is an ambitious undertak-
ing to promote and foster trade and cul-
tural relations between the USA and
the developing African nations. Creator
of the plan is an energetic and voluble
young Ghanaian, Ohene Darko, who is
married to an American black woman.
He arranged a meeting in Chicago in
July. 1970 with 24 African ambassadors
present where the proposal was made.
It was formally Chartered as an organi-
zation with tax-exempt priviliges in June
of this year in Washington, D. C.
The board of directors includes the
names of some prestigious black and
white leaders of the business and aca-
demic worlds. Elected president at the
October meeting was Charles M. Rey-
nolds of Atlanta, president of the Citizens
Trust Co. and chairman. Asa T. Spauld-
ing retired president of the North Caro-
lina Mutual Insurance Co, Elwood
Quesada, president of the L'Enfant Pla-
za Corporation where the IACC is
headquartered, is a board member, as
are;
John Wheeler, president of the Me-
chanics and Farmers Bank in Durham;
Walter Carrington, executive vice prtlit-
dent of the African American Institute;
Joseph Goodloe. president of the North
Carolina Mutual Insurance Co.; George
E. Johnson, Chicago, president, John-
son Products; Charles Patterson, Vice
President World Airways; Rev. Leon
Sullivan, Chairman OIC: Joseph Ali-
br indi, Whittaker Corporation,•Los An-
geles Dunbar MeLaurin, New York City
and Dr. James E. Cheek, Howard U.
Nearly everyone agaees that the
idea is a good one, long overdue; but
last week, it became clear that what is
needed to make it viable is a thorough
overhauling of its present structure be-
fore it can attract the solid financial
support which it must hVe. Operating
largely with enthusieitic volunteers,
1ACC has, nevertheless, floundered in an
administrative quagmire.
A safari to Texas with a number of
African ambassadors and representa-
tives of several other African countries
to participate in African Unity Day" at
Fort Worth and Dallas last week was
beset with mishaps even before 't left
Washington, At the 11th hour. World Air-
ways which had promised a plane to
fly the group to Texas suddenly told
Darko that he would have to come up
with $27,000 in cash. Frantic, he appeal-
ed to all the sources he knew, including
the U. S. State Department to make
the money available.
Somehow, a miracle was wrought
I hrough the intervention of Reynolds.
Spaulding and other members of the
board an the good officers of Ja m es
Being Frank
Plimpton, a vice president of Elisteri.
Airlines, who is black. Eastern furnish-
ed a D. C. 6 chartered jet with a price
tag of $15,000 and a 60-day grace period
for payment. This was $12,000 less then
the cash payment demanded by World
Airways.
A well-planted r u •tn oh r floated
around Washington to the effect that
there was some sinister underground
connection between IACC and the Union
of South Africa was enough to cause
several embassies to pull out altogether
and others to designate lower-ranking
diplomats instead of the ambassadom
As it wound up there were eight ambas-
sadors on the trip, but missing wer e
such countries as Nigeria, Zaire, for-
merly Congo. Zambia and Tanzania.
Ghana's E. M. Debrah who was sched-
uled to have a street named for him in
Fort Worth, had other business.
The cold rain which greeted the
visitors when they landed at Love Field
cast a pall over the activities and
there was another snafu when the two
buses carrying newsmen and the troupe
of dancerk and models who had accom-
panied the dignitaries were left stand-
:ng at the airport for nearly three hours
while some details were being worked
out. The failure in communication arid
coordination bruised the sensitivities of
the French-speaking delegates, but with
superb tactfulness, this was resolved by
Reynolds.
On the Texas end. Otis Martin, pres-
'dent of the Superior Tool Co., and his
white business associate, Pat Ruther-
ford, assumed the responsibility for
most of the arrangements. Both are
members of the national board of IACC.
Rutherford, a millionaire businessman
was brought into the IACC after Mar-
tin took him to the meeting in Chicago
and he became convinced that the idea
v,as a good one. The plane was four
hours late leaving Texas for the return
flight to Washington while some matters
of financing were threshed out. Fortun-
ately, there are enough people who'
think that IACC is worthwhile.
Reynolds and his associates are
moving with business-like precision to
put the organization on a sound footing
and to shore up confidence among the
embassies. After listening to a full-blown
speech on black power, one diplomat
put it succinctly. "Green power is more
important. We caramt become entan-
gled in your Amer'can race problems nor
your politics. This is a question Of eco-
nomics. We want to develop more
trade. We need new markets. We have
the resources. You have the know how.
Bringing these two things together. That
is our interest."
Fla. columnist raps
black rage, violence
By FRANK L. STANLEY
Leon Mindlin, columnist in the
Miami Herald, has written an intereqing
and provocative column entitled "Blacks
Must Give Up Rage."
After quoting some depressing s t a-
tistics on incidents of assaults, disrup-
tion, and insubordination, Mindlin says;
"The staggering increase in violence
presents a bewildering picture. The
teacher who told me her story sobs that
understanding, patience and forgiveness
are being asked of one side in w ha t
seems to be a new kind of ugly black.
white confrontation."
According to Mindlin, a white teach-
er told him a grisly tale of being brutal-
ly beaten by a 15-year-old black girl in
the high school where she is on the facul-
ty. Continuing, Mindlin says: "A co r-
responding willingness to accept the re-
sponsibility for creating a society where
there are no longer any sides is not de-
manded of the other.
Oppressed Human
"The teacher says she is .being ask-
ed to think of her black assailant as an
oppressed human being — that the stu-
dent who attacked her is disadvantaged
and oppressed and, what is worse, emo-
tionally crippled by these disadvantages.
"But, she wonders, what efforts are
being made to instruct the girl that, di.3.
advantaged or not, you can't go around
beating people?
"The teacher has a point. It is right
that the white community should be
called upon to contribute its vast re-
sources to heal the injustices for which
it is itself largely responsible.
"But it is wrong that the black com-
munity should not also be called upon to
contribute sorlfething of its own to help
knit the racial schism . . . Whites are
still being taught that their resistance to
racial egalitai:anism cannot sqtfare with
their political principles. That is as it
should be; the lesson is not yet entirely
learned.
"But now blacks must be taught
the importance of a total black commit-
ment to the responsibility of member-
ship in a free shciety. Thus, Mind! in
concludes that; "The rising tide of vio
lence in dur schools shows that his les-
son has not even begun to be offered.
"Part of the reason for the violence
lies in the Black Power philosophy —
the black man's punishment of the white
man's sin.
"But Black Power is not American;ir is African. It's roots is Frantz Fanon.
the black Martinique psychiatrist whose
writings inspired the Algerian revolu-
tion.
"Fanonism prescribes (1) black vio-
lence against the white oppressor until
the black man's rages are spent in an
'acting out' of the centuries of humilia..
lion he has suffered; and (2) black sep-,
aratism on the basis that white civiliza-
tion is infericr to it."
Furthermore, Mindlin point s out:
"But the growing incidence of racial yin-.
lence, whether in the schools or on the
streets of the nation's cities, shows that
the revolutionary black man may not
really be sure of just what he wants at
the moment, and so he plays Fran tl
Fanon by ear until he decides.
-Thenime for that kind of improvi-
sation is over. The black man must--
give up acting out his rages as a substi-
tute for taking hold of the reins and ac-
cepting the responsibility of his freedom.
"In failing to demand this as part
of a mutual partnership in a peaceff
society, whites may well be adopting -a
new kind of white racial arrogance to-
ward their black neighbors of whom
they now conceive as errant children.
needing somehow to be helped through
a temper tantrum.
"Instead, the lesson that must be in-
sisted on is a simple one: Violence is
not responsibility. It is anarchy. And to
teach responsibility is not to be prejudic-
ed."
Much of what Mindlin has written
constitutes a valid argument against vio-
lence. Certainly it is most unfortunate
that this white teacher suffered a brula)
beating by a black girl. However, it is
fallacious to draw conclusions that t h e
crime increase in Florida or anywhere
else is due mostly to blacksh at
such a record indicates that all lacks
are "errant children." No sane person'.
black or white, can argue successfully
against the fact that freedqm entni s
zenship responsibilities and that all teach-
ers are required to teach res,00nsibility
and accordingly should not be beaten for
carrying out their duty,
The majority of black persons in this _
land abhor the violence that may be at-
tributed to blacks who constitute a small
minority. At the same time we abhor vio-
lence of every sort, regardless of the
race of the perpetrator. Indeed, violentle
is an American problem iitvolvin:g
white and black instigatori 
— a" of
whom should be ferreted out and right-
fully punished. Even though Africa *is
looked upon as the mother
-country of
American blacks it does not neces, r; y
follow that America's black citizenry is
practicing Fanonism
We suggest that Mindlin do some re-
seirch on the majority of blacks in
America who are measuring up to their
citizenship responsibilities.
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Who Are The Offenders of the Law: Those
caught between the hammer and the anvil, the judi-
cial system and vested property interest. The black
landless man on the shores of North America has
been put on two slave ships, the one of wood and steel,
the other of paper, the 13, 14 and 15th amendments.
The black man is the offender of the law, caught be-
tweet' the white judicial system and the white property
owner law makers, the hammer and the anvil.
The mood of white America boiled to the surface
when the Supreme Court's Dred Scott decision in 1857
ruled the Missouri Compromise unconstitutional, hold-
ing that a slave's residence in free territory did not
make him free and denying citizenship rights to des--
cendants of slaves.
This mood of the vested interest of the lawmakers
of white America emerged again after the family
quarrel between the cotton makers of the South and
the factory builders of the North in the so-called Civil
War. Congress gave the slaves the "due process and
equal protection of the laws" in the 14th amendment
and the "right to vote" in the 15th amendment deny-
ing them the promised 40 acres of land, while the
same lawmakers gave away to railroads and corpora-
tions an empire of land larger than the whole of West-
ern Europe.
The laws laid down by white lawmakers at the
turn of the 20th century, regulating the economic in-
terest of white America, are the same laws that de-
termine that the black man- is the offender of the law
today.
Due process of the economic laws have filled the
Shelby County jails, penal, farms, and state
penitentiaries with black men who are considered the
offender of the law.
The eyeball to eyeball death hold strangulation of
the economic laws is that they force black lawyers
and black judges into a situation where they are forc-
ed ultimately to give sanction to the laws of a white
culture. The black man who is without cultural, educa-
tional, and an economic base is forced to be the of-
fender of white laws.
Every move of the judicial system is to rehabili-
tate the black man back to his slave Position before
he offended white law. This puts the blkelr slave man
in a poSition of either being a good slave bi,e or being
offensive to the law, a cycle of slave conoinment.
Since the black lawyer has studied nothing by Anglo-
Saxon law, he is forced to have faith in the judicial
system, and since the economic system controls the
educational and. judicial system, the black lawyer is
forced, by logical conclusion, to have faith in the
economic and cultural system of white people.
To extend logic to the ultimate conclusion, then,
is to see that the whole prison reform movement could
only result in better and more comfortable prisons for
the offender of the economic laws, the black slave
man.
.By the nature of things in this country, the judi-
cial system was set up to handle exceptional break-
downs occurring in the general Anglo Saxon economic
and cultural system. That leaves black people outside
of the whole arrangement. The strength of the ar-
gument should force black lawyers to construct ar-
rangements through black people for black people.
Radio, TV pioneer dies
NEW YORK (UPI) — Gen. David Sarnoff. pioneer of the
radio and television industry in the United States and retired
board chairman of the Radio Corporation of America, died
Sunday.
He was 80 years old.
Catholic parents are to blame
BOSTON (UPI) — An expert on the financial plight of ;
American education said "changing attitude" among Catholic
parents are more to blame than money problems for the
growing number of Catholic school closings.
"We find very often that the younger, more affluent and
better educated parents are simply not starting their children
in Catholic schools, said the Rev. Ernest J. Bartell, president
of Stonehill college in Easton, Mass.
Crosstown Fish Market Inc.
236 N. CLEVELAND in Curb Markat
272-7401
Memphis' newest Fish Market.
Allkinds of fresh fish Daily.
Plenty for Everyone
Catfish, 13.iffalo, Carp Drum,
Whiting & Seafoods Fresh.
N ANEWMA . M c utc en, Jr.
• GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY
2377 LAMAR AVE.
327-5561 324-6511
9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
AUTO HOME LIFE
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Dr. Joseph E Johnson,
chancellor of the University
of Tenneasee Medical Units,
will be featured speaker for
the Dec 18 commencement
ceremonies at Memphis
State University, Dr. Cecil
C. Humphreys, MSU pies-
'dent, announced.
A member of the UT ad-
ministration since 1983, Dr.
Johnson served as executive
assistant to President Emeri-
LeMoyne-Owen College will
crown a new campus queen
this Friday night, December
17.
The crowning will hi g
light a coronation ball start-
ing at 8 in the Hotel Chisca
Plaza ballroom.
Winner of the contest will
be the result of a campus.
wide vote taken last week
but her name will remain
secret until the night of the
coronation ball.
The winner is among six
finalists: Johnetta Phillips
Patricia Dowell, Jacquelyn
McKinney,', Mary Walker,
Emma Anderson and Dian-
tha Beasley.
The LeMoyne-Owen hall
will be patterned after the
'Miss America' coronation,
with A, C. Williams, of
WDIA radio station, serving
as emcee.
Miss Eunice Carruthers
and Villa of Sears will nar-
rate the fashion portion of
the hall.
All 16 contestants in the
contest will he presented at
the ball. .long with other
campus queens and represen-
tatives of classes, sororities
and fraternities.
tus Andrew D. Holt, vice
,prealdent for institutional re-
search and vice president
Los' development and admin-
istration prior to his ap• •
point:nem to the chancellor-
ship a year ago. He also
serves as vice president for
health affairs for the UT
system.
A total of 977 students are
scheduled to receive degrees
in the 10 a. m. ceremonies
at the Mid-South Coliseum.
Haeltelor's degrees will be
awarded to 729, master's de•
grees to 238, doctoral de-
•-• trees to seven and law dc•
grew)* to three. With the
winter commencement,
Memphis State will have
awarded 2 8 , 3 19 degrees
since it became a four-year
institution in 1925.
Dr. Johnsen, 38, is a na-
tive of Vernon, Ala. He re•
ceived his bachelor Of arts
degree in 1955 from Birming-
ham Southern College and
both his master's and doc-
torate from the University
of Tennessee.
For three years prior to
his appoirtment at UT. Dr.
Johnson served as director
of budget division, deputy
commissioner of finance and
administration and executive
assistant to former Tennes-
see Governor Buford Elling-
ton..
••VIlluair he came to INPT11-
phis, the medical units had
been operating without a
permanent chancellor for
almost a year. Although he
was originally expected to
remain in this capacity for
18 months before returning
to Knoxville, UT President
Dr. Edward Boling recom•
mended his permanent ap-
New briefs of Le Moyne-Owen
The Rated-X orchestra will
play for the coronation.
• • •
HALFWAY MARK
The joint annual campaign
now being conducted by Le-
Moyne-Owen for the college
and the United Negro Col-
lege Fund reached the half-
way mark this week. The
goal is $100,000.
The $7,783 reported by
campaign workers Tuesday
morning, Dec. 7. pushed the
total raised to date to $.50.
915.48.
Charles Brakefield. chair-
man of the campaign, said
another report meeting will
be held on campus at
a breakfast scheduled for 8
a m Tuesday, December 21.
The campaign will end on
December 31.
Odell Horton, president of
LeMoyne-Owen, said 25 per
cent of the amount raised
will go to the United Negro
College Fund and the other
75 per cent to the college
for operating expenses.
The investment in the
United Negro College Fund
will mean a return of around
5100,000 to LeMoyne-0 we n
from the UNCF national
campaign.
gemphian to
move to N.Y.
Dr. Berkley B, Eddins,
who. served as Resident
Visiting Fellow at the Cen-
ter for Democratic Studies
in California, during last
spring, has returned to the
State University of New
York, at Buffalo. where he
serves as an associate pro-
fessor of Philosophy. He
was the first black to be ap-
pointed Assistant to the
President of that University.
While at the Center, Dr.
Eddins distinguished him-
self in a debate with Senator
Harold Hughes. Democrat.
of Iowa, on the Tugwell
Draft Constitution.
Eddins, a native Mem-
phis and product of the
Memphis City Schools. earn-
BUY
U.S.
BONDS
ed his Bachelor and Mas-
ters Degrees at Howard
University. He completed
his doctorate in philosophy
at the University of Michi-
gan. He has taught at the
University of Colorado and
at Ff oward University.
Articles by Dr. Eddins
have been published by the
Review of Metaphysics, Sys-
tematics, Journal of Con-
flict R e solution, Interns.
tional Journal of History
and Political"' Science, and
The Encyclopedia Ameri-
cana. His brilliancy has
won national recognition for
him in the field of Philos.
ophy.
Here in Memphis, Berk-
ley Eddins may be remem-
bered as a quiet studious,
young fellow, who won high;
honors in his graduation!
class at Booker T. Washing-I
ton High School in 1944. Fie
taught himself music, — how
to play classics on the piano.
He taught himself French
when he needed a reading
knowledge of that language
to pass orals for the masters
degree.
fireweHeow-woreeserre-e-404.40.0-elellageee...
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• LEARN TO DRIVE
•
•
6
It Tau Have Any Trouble What se ever
In Getting Driver Licenst
Call
j Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
RAY STAPLES SAYS
Before buying your next car check with me and let
me show you I can save you money with a quality
) check luxury car from Quality Used Cars.
For •xemplo
70 Cadillac Sedan DeVille 
 
 $449500.
Finished in a gorgeous Fire Mist brown with beige vinyl top,
beige leather interior, AM-FM stereo, tilt tries conics steering
wheel, full power, etc.
69 Cadillac Sedan DeVille 
 $3395.00
A striking sandalwood finish with dark brown brocade interior,
fully equippc4 low mileage, like new.
68 Cadillac - Brougham
One of the cleanest and best
Coppertone in color, beige vinyl
fully equipped and like new, set
67 Cadillac — Coupe DeVille  
A truly beautiful car and ready to go.
Call Ray Staplos Today
$2995.00
looking cars in Memphis.
top, beige leather interior,
of premium General Tires.
$1985.00
Quality Used Cars
1562 I. BROOKS RD. 332-0470
CONVOCATION
LeMoyne-Owen's annual
Honors Day Convocation was
observed December 3 at the
Kennedy
Democrats
visit Nash.
Several members of the!
Kennedy Democratic Organ-,
ization attended a National
Democratic Rally held in
Nashville, Tenn., December
2 at Municipal Auditorium.
The day-long meeting of-
fered all-day program S,
workshops on fund raising,
voter registration and public
relations. A workshop on un-
derstanding the new national
Democratic party rules, the
Constitution and by-laws was
also held. Each person in at-
tendance was gi ven a kit
containing all the necessary
facts, including voter regis-
tration manuals and other
such materials such as pre-
cincts worker guidelines.
Bob Clements, son of the
late Gov Frank Clements,
told the group that the Dem-
ocratic party, known as the,
"people's party," must go,
back to the grass-roots level
in politics.
The rally ended with a
cocktail party to delight the
guests who paid $100 to at-
tend. Those present from
Memphis were: Mrs. Alma
Morris, Mrs. Jeanette Brant-;
Icy, Mrs. Sandra Elion, Mrs.,
Bordenia Taylor (all of the
Kennedy club). and Mrs. Pat
Owens from the Eighth
District Democratic Club. ,
A good time was had by
all, with Boots Randolph or-
chestra providing the enter-
tainment.
college. Speaker for the oc-
casion was Dr. W. W. Gib-
son, chairman of the c o 1-
lege's natural science divi.
3i011,
Dean's certificates were
awarded to 144 first semes-
ter students and 155 enroll-
ed during the second semes-
ter of the 1970-71 school
•
Year
The certificates were pre-
sented by Dean James Gil-
bert.
Highest honor certificates
for the Drat semester were
awarded to Jennifer V.
Jones, Nettie Woody Craw-
ford, Mary Lee McCracken,
Gladys Jean Reed, 1,o i s
pointment after noting Dr.
Johnson's effectiveness here.
Ile is • member of Ple.
Beta Kappa, the Klw a n is
Club of Memphis, the Ten-
nessee and National Educe-
',ion Association, the Ameei-
•an Educational Research
Association and the ABSOCUS.
tion of Academic Health Cen-
ters. Dr. Johnson is married
and the father of two chil-
dren.
Williams Wade and Sybil
Jane Woodard.
Highest honor certificates
for the second semester %Me
awarded to Robert G r a y,
Jennifer Jones, Elms Delois
Shaw, Nettie Crawford, Mary
Louise Baptist, Lois Boyer,
Dennis Henderson, Gledys
Reed and Charlene R. Toney,
AWNINGS!
METAL
CANVAS
SUB111101 QUALITY -LOW UNTACILLID
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Decorator
SHADES
ASSORTED
HEM STYLES
VARTETY OF TRIMS
WINDOW
TREATMENTS
• Venetian Blinds
• Vertical Blinds
• Austrian Shades
• Decorati%e Wood
Shades
Floor Cnverinp
Rugs Room Size
Carpet
Bath Room Carpets
Linoleum
Inlaid Yin!'
Vinvi Tile
WILLIAMS
v-
^
t.VJNIts1173 1.3
216 Si Pauline Tel. 725-1431
DRAPERIES
iNtra
>
Custom Tailored
SHOP AT NOME. WE WILL
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR
CONVENIENCE. LOW
PRICES. SEE US BERM
YOU BUY.
SERVICES OF OUR
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
ARE YOURS FOR
THE ASKING.
Who are you
saving the
Old Taylor for?
Give your good friends the best Bourbon this Christmas.
PrX,R00,, w MOO,
'••
)
f
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avisu opens criminal institute
The Exclusive Ladies So-
Club were guests at a
=secret Pal pre.Christmas
-party recently held at t h e
borne of Mr. and Mrs. Wal-7
'ter (Marion) Thomas, on Rei
retie St.
After entering the house it
was easy for the guests to
find their way to the party
room. It was held in the new-
- ly decorated ( ballroom size.
den, which has a marble
floor, red drapes and was
laid out in a beautiful Span-
ish decor. There was music.
a catering service and
drinks of all kinds.
Members of the group seen
ircutating across and
a und the dance floor were:
Understanding your goals 11
and helping you Nina Daugherty
ac.hieve them are
two different things.
Meet a man
who can do both
William D. Morris
Achiever.
In his 25 years with North
Carolina Mutual William
Morris has helped
hundreds of people like you
plan Their futures.Twice he
has placed over one
'Million dollars worth of
group insurance in one year
He under:itancis ac .•
1-ie• s • -
NORTH CAU1011J011.111 1111111UMILL
Leo. earl.M•011.1= 0111111.1111•
womi. son. .1.11.• 0111111011.11111" ••••••
EIrnoloue.
• ••, C4,..,e•I‘Autt,t•
571 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
Phone 525 1721
Mrs. Birdie Brown, Mrs.
Carrie Morton, Mrs. Julia K.
Jones, Mrs. Shirley Rich-
mond. Mrs. Leathe Johnson.
Mrs. Willie Jones, Mrs. Ora
North, Mrs. Willa Lenore,
Mrs. Aslene Pittiman, and
the hostess for the evening,
Mrs. Marion Thomas.
All the ladies were said to
be stunning in their elegant
eN ening gowns and pant s-
suits.
The ladies seeking m e m.
OBS
A saleslady
In this day and age of
"Women's Lib." Nina
Daugherty. is making her
contribution in changing the
commonly thought of "furni-
ture salesman" idea to
"sales-woman." and accord-
ing to the Joel's Furniture
Mart owner, Jim Williams,
"her pleasing smile and pa-
tience'' turn a lot of window-
shoppers into good custom-
ers.
"I really love the furniture
business." said Mrs. Daugh-
erty. "and I often spend my
free time looking up infor-
mation about upholstery
work as well as getting fa-
miliar with the best of fur•
niture. which cam be found
here."
The mother of two girls,
Sheila Ann. 17, a senior at
Hamilton high. and Aurelia
Renee. 9. a student at Ham-
ilton elementary. Nina has
been employed at Joel's only
three months, but won t h r
HIDE GRAY HAIR
SEBUM
46,
(vd
AT AU DRUGSTORES
ndow itcwn • union ave. • whitehaven
... • u
a 'J
DOUBLE ACTION
COLORS GM MXIU11
MSS Mk III Ma
ere:
o /50
c. •
• aZ 4
christmas comes in lovely, winter-warm
orlon sweaters
specially sized 42 to 50
(left) • Wintuk Orion' acrylic in rich
diamond lace pattern
• casual, toss-over-anything
good looks
• white or beige
$16
(right) • her favorite cardigan knit in
good looking popcorn stitch
• dyed-to-match buttons
• black or powder blue
$14
gift wrapped FREE
Mad orders: please add 75t pos!a:-
and sales tax appropriate yo..r a at
E' EJSTOUT SHOP 0
DOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
open thursday unid 8 p.m.
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
open daily until 5:30 p.m.
WHITEHAVEN • 4279 HWY. 51 S. • 398.0064
open mon.;lhurs., sot. ,til 9 p.m.—sun. 1 too
Free Xmas gifts with purchase
100% human hair wigs
$795 
hand made wigs —
semi - hand made wigs
$29 95
—long 3495
1495
12"
long falls —
large cascades & postiche
* Wash 8( Wear$395
shaft shag —
long sivia• —
afro wigs —
afro puffs —
$995
1495
995
LU(Pair)
See the "New" Capless Wigs
Expert Styling $350
We Honor Bankamericard Master Charge Lay A.Way
' ikmevAvAvAumv:vaottv:A-z-z-A-1.-A-:„-tzrivAv
bership in the club we r e,
Mrs. Barbara Gibbs, M r s.
Carrie Williams, and M r s.
Bobbie Rayford.
Mrs. Carrie Morton, presi-
dent of the Exclusive Ladies.
presented each member and
her guest with a gift, which
ranged from lounge-wear to
sleep-wear. Later, the el.J
members presented the pre.si
dent, secretary and assistant
secretary with a set of china
for each.
full of smile
respect and admiration of
her supervisor. Jimmy
Brimni., while she was em-
ployed at Shainberg's.
"1., worked at Shainberg's
for TN...years, and the last
eight. I wa.. manager of the
ladies sportswear depart-
ment." said Nina.
"This business is a lot
more fascinating than a lot
of people would think," she
added. "There's a lot to
learn besides being just a
saleslady."
As an active member at
Columbus Baptist Church.
Nina is also a member of
the senior choir. She has
been with the church for
over nine years.
When she left Sheinberg's,
AVIAN S
LOAN FFICE
S
Sina had two other offers.
but decided on Joel's be-
cause of the type of work,
(and the better salary).
About the customers. Mrs.
Daugherty .added that "more
often than not, women do
have the better taste in fur- %s
niture than men, but most '7ic
important. either way, it's
usually the woman who de- •
rides which tvle to buy."
Although Nina is still work-
ing on the idea of being a
"super-saleslady," one visit
at Joel's at 3339 Jackson,
and you'll be convinced that
not only did you see the best
in Memphis furniture, but a
smile that would rival Mom:
!Asa.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 8, 178 BEAU STREET JA 6-5300
I.ana Vernice Bosley. %i-at Add senior at Carver High,
was one of 81 girls competing in a recent "Miss Personal-
itY Queen Pageant", held at the Downtowner Motor Inn.
As one of the It finalists, Miss Bosley was awarded a
Blue Ribbon. Added to this, Lana was awarded a trophy
for instructing the other girls in modeling their fashions.
Lana is a graduate of Patricia's Modeling School on
Madison ave. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Bortters at 7 West Norwood.
Sorors honor
Emma Dewberry
The Alpha Etta Zeta Sor-
ority held its monthly meet-
ing recently at Robilio's Cafe-
teria. All sorors present were
dressed in black dresses to
perform memorial service
, 
.•;,"
Drive Carl Carson out of town
ONE-WAY
MOVING VANS
• 
- 1
sw.f_:wNpgA-vA.v7,tuv:NvA;r:..AvAA-IgA-vAv3:zi
Wigs by Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thtu Saturday 9 30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays),
14 North Maint.T.,„...„,527-3619
Holiday Specials
fi
*
'41
for the late Emma J. Dew-
berry, executive secretary
for the Zeta Phi Bata Soror-
ity, Ircorporated.
Smor Rosetta Peterson
was in charge of the service,
while soror Bernice Calloway
read a tribute to the deceas-
ed who served as secretary
for the fraternity for many
yeai.s., ,
The three-story national
headquarters of the Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, located in
Washington, D. C., was her
former home, where she
was official director of the
headquarters.
She was widely known for
her photographic memory
and superb mind.
At the conclusion of the
ceremonies, Basileus Juliet
Jones announced that the
organization has planned an
Emma J. Dewberry scholar-
ship fund in honor of the
deceased.
----------
Contempora
Erma Lie Lau.
•Wataaia'.. Editor
•
ERMA LEE LAWS
"SLANDER . . . Life would be a perpetual
flea hunt if a man were obliged to run down all
the innuendoes, inveracities, insinuations and mis-
representations which are uttered against him."
Henry Ward Beecher
PRE-CHRISTMAS COCKTAIL PARTY . . . was
tossed Friday night by the PATS Bridge Club in
the Red Room of the Sheraton-Motor Inn. The bash,
with its bountiful table bedecked with holiday deco-
rations, great band thundering out sounds reminiscent
of the New Orleans Jazz Age, a well-stocked bar wIth
potables mixed according to individual requests and
last but not least, superb hostesses, was an elegant
affair. •
1l3ATS greeting the cheerful guests were ThelMa
Milier, President, escorted by Dr. Elbert Hayes. Wil-
helmein and Charles Thompson, Euralia and Charles
Fletcher, Ezelle (Mrs. Hannibal) Parks, Lucy Jack-
son, Shirley and Leroy Jackson, Ethel and George
Isabel, Mollie Fields with Marlon Carter, and Hazel
Lee. -
Among the handsomely clad guests in holiday
moods. were Mr. and Mrs. James Cowan. Mrs. Jean
Lee Harris with Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Flowers, Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Crossley, Mr. and Mrs. Major Blan-
chard, Mr.. and Mrs. Joseph Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs.
Spenser imith. Mrs. Fannie Johnson, James Miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ode Pleasant, Mr. and Mrs. David
Gardner, Mrs. Lee Ethel DeWalt. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Draper, Mrs. Brownie King, Mr. and Mrs. Thomhs
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. James Herndon, Mrs. Lillian
Lott and Solomon Prioleuix, Sgt. and Mrs. John Mitch-
ell. and Mr. and Mrs. Elton Higgins.
Still others singing praises to the PATS were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Biggers, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rod-
man, Jack Humes. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Gray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lewis,
Mrs. Evelyn Tubbs, Miss Carolyn Pickens, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Thomas (she spent the Thanksgiving Holi-
days in Detroit): Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shackel-
ford. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor, Mr. and M r s.
Lawrence Floyd, Mrs. Celestine Owens with J. L.
Lowe, Mrs. Emma Mitchell, Mrs. Florine Davis, Mrs.
Jacquelyn Bailey with Norvelle Sanders, Mrs. Laura
Roberson, and -Willie E. Lindsey, Jr.
WEDDING BELLS . . . tolled Saturday afternoon
SEE PAGE 12
Give the best
of America.
Give Seagram's 7 Crown
and Be Sure.
Holiday Gift-Packaged at No Extra Cost.
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO NYC BLENDED WHISKEY. 86 PROOF. 65.;O GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
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The Jilts feted Mrs. D. 1. Members shown on p h o t o
Moses (also a Jill, from left to right are: Mrs. Law-
('heyney, Pa.) with a coffee rence (Janet) S e y m 00 r,
hour prior to her speaking Charles (Maria) Pinkston,
Bio-medical minority
schools to receive aid
Institutions of higher learn-
ing with predominantly eth-
nic minority student bodies
will be able to participate in
the first federally
-supported
grant program designed spe-
cifically to bolster their bio-
medical research and re-
search training capability,
the Division of Research Re-
sources of HEW's National
Institutes of Health announc-
ed.
This week the Minority
Schools Biomedical Support
(MSBS) Grant Program ap-
plications and program
guidelines .are being mailed
to some 125 four-year c ol -
leges. universities, and
health
-professional schools
whose student enrollment is
drawn mainly from ethnic
minority groups. Ninety-five
of , these are institutions
founded for blacks, eighteen
are Mexican-American a n d
Puerto Rican, one is Ameri-
can Indian, two are oriental,
and nine are composed of
Hawaiian and other racial
extractions.
The new program is con-
sistent with the clear man-
date expressed by the Presi-
dent of the United States in
his. Congressional message
of February 22, 1971. propos;
big measures to "expand op-
portunities for higher edu-
cation" for minority groups.
It also is resnonsive to the
Senate Appropriation C o m-
mittee Report of July 29.
Lyn. in which the General
Research Support Branch of
the Division of Research Re-
sources was encouraged "to
initiate a program for the
development of the health
sciences at predominantly
black colleges." Apporpria-
tions were set at 52 million
for FY '72.
"The main thrust of the
MSBS Program is to
strengthen institutional caps.
bilities and pave the way for
meaningful biomedical rd.
search activity in the black,
brown, red, and other eth-
nic minority schools." said
Dr. Thomas G. Bowery Di-
rector of N1H's Division of
Research Resources. "At the
present time, fewer than 600
blacks have a doctorate in
the sciences. There are more
than 250.000 science Ph.D.s
in the country. We hope to
stimulate greater involve-
ment of faculty and students
so that the Nation may bene-
fit in the future from this al-
most untapped resource."
Twenty-five minority insti-
tutions were surveyed during
the past summer by the Gen-
eral Research Support
Branch to determine their
needs and ranabilities in the
biomedical research a r e a.
In October. administrators
and scientists from ninety
minority institutions partici-
pated in nine area meetings
at which tentative cuidelineq
were discussed. From these
MOVING?
. For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
70 Ralrlane 500 H.T $1580
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0 Toyota . . ...... $1280
1 Itewatatal 360 C.C. 4680
JIM MCDONatrl
MOTOR CO
engagement at the Missis-
sippi Blvd. Christian Church,
at the residence of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Pink St 0 U.
nine meetings and other con-
sultations, the framework of
the Minority Schools Bio-
medical Support Program
was developed.
Awards under this pro-
gram will range from ap-
proximately $30,000 to $500,-
000 per year for a possible
five-year support period. Ap-
plicant institutions will com-
pete for available funds at
three levels of activity.
Smaller awards could en-
able institutions to support
the activities of a few facul-
ty members involved in in-
dividual research or research
training activities. Al the
intermediate level, the insti-
tutions could extend and ex-
pand the biomedical activi-
ties of one or more depart-
ments, such as biology.
chemistry, psychology, etc.
In the larger grant cate-
gory, institutions could make
long-range commitments for
the general expansion of
their overall biomedical re-
search capabilities through
the involvement of sizeable
Honoree, D. J. (Lois) Moses.
Samuel (Maggie) Peace, and
Edward (Gladys) R e e d.
Standing in same orde r:
Mrs. William ddie) Owen,
James (Angie) Hawkins,
Charles (Fannie) Woodard,
Felton (Ethlyn) Earls, Bur-
ros (Leans) Fouche, William
(Ann) Weathers, Houston
(Mary) Braswell. and Odell
(Evie) Horton. Others pres-
ent were Mrs, J. W. (A.B.)
Greer. H. H. (Erline) Hay,
es-, Booker (Fredericka)
Hodges, 0. B. (Emma) John-
son, Howard (Joyce) Pink-
ston, William (Bernice) Slid-
ham, Linkwood (Katie) Wil-
liams, John (Bobbie) Stokes,
and Charles (Evelyn) Iles.
James E. Jones recreates
life of Frederick Douglass
His fingers ,s1ap the side
of his tuxedo-trousered leg,
as he recites a slave's barb-
ed comment on antebel-
lum justice: "We peel de
meat, dey gib us de skin.
And dat's de way dey take
us in."
There is a mock nostalgia
in the voice of James Earl
Jones — like some heredi-
tary undercurrent that woult
reach full boil a century la-
ter in his playing of the
great Black boxer Jack
Johnson in "The Great
White Hope." But today he
is Frederick Douglass, es-
caped slave, writer, and
diplomat. And his words re-
create a slave's Christmas
during the NET Playhouse
taping of "An American
Christmas" on Channel 10 at
7:00 p.m. on December 20.
Like ‘Douglass, Jones is
precise in his speech, for
his intonations and timbre
are those of a Shakespearean
actor. And he affects a
drawl — perhaps remem-
bered from his own Missis-
sippi upbringing — as he
shifts from Douglass' voice
to the rhythms of a slave's
plaint.
But the ritualistic slapping
of the leg — dubbed "ham-
bone" — is foreign to him.
He keeps seeking the beat,
as a voice in the control
room calls out. "Let's try
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
• RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For individuate And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tendesze.
s•youk Company Make, What You Ask foe And
Craatas What You Think Or
faculty groups.
The MSBS Program is de-
signed to provide institution-
al support for biomedical re-
search and research training
rather than support of indi-
vidual categorical research
projects. Funds awarded un-
der this program may be
used for a broad range of ,
biomectically-oriented p u r-
poses, including the support
of faculty "release time,"
biomedical research pro-
grams, salaries of research
personnel including under-
graduate students as re-
search or laboratory assist
ants, research training pr-,
grams, undergraduate, grad-
uate. and postgraduate re-
search trainees, research re-
sources, and consortia bio-
medical programs.
Only one MSBS award wlll
be made to a successfuil
qualifying institution for thv
present, according Is Dr
Robert J. Gibbs. Chief of the
General Research Suppor
Branch. which administer,
the grants,
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F'inally he settles into it,
and a grin becomes fixed on
his bearded face. The words
and the "beat" cohere, and
Jones' reading is applauded
by the invisible director.
Now, as he crosses the set,
he appears too gentle, with
his soft tread and quiet
voice, for Douglass' caustic
remembrance. And yet it
was his quality of contained
anger that catapulted him
to Tony-winning stardom in
"The Great White Hope."
These two quatties — gen-
tleness and strength — min-
gle in the words he speaks
and the attitudes he has
evolved. There is anger at
aspects of American life,
and a sense of his own pro-
fessional response to it.
Thus, it is apt that Jones
should read the words of
Doublass, who saw the holi-
days as "among the most
effective means in the hands
of slaveholders of keeping
down the spirit of insurrec-
tion among the slaves."
But Jones finds "no kin-
dred spirit" in the man he
is portraying. "His image —
of the noble, upstanding,
proper Negro — is some-
thing we've long since for-
saken. There's an interesting
irony in the perfection of
his 1,;uglish, I enjoy sharing
that irony — like a sound
gag — with the audience."
He continues: "Too often
minority-group people get
caught up in an image. So,
someone like Cassius Clay
became the victim of an
unpopular image. Jack John-
son knew how to exploit his
image."
For a slave, in Douglass'
words, the accepted mode
of C h ristmas celebration
was "ball
-playing, wrest-
ling, boxing, running, foot-
race-s, dancing, and drink-
ing whiskey; and this latter
mode was generally most
agreeable to their masters."
Jones comments: "Caesar
knew that you must beware
your enemy when he is
thinking. It's better if you
can get him to play base-
ball. That's why sports
opened faster to minority
groups."
Jones himself "got divert-
ed from sports because I
was a stutterer. During foot-
ball practice, I was in those
literature and poetry class-
es, learning to talk. You
might say the communica-
tion mystique was stronger
than the athletic mystique.
Just as blues is the instru-
ment of the oppressed, so
poetry is the instrument of
the repressed."
JAMES F.. JONES
Sheltered on his grand-
parents' farm, he first ex-
perienced racism when the
flioily moved north to Mich-
igan "where I least expect-,
ed it." But to Jones, "there's
a heavier pain than racism
for the victim and the vic-
timizer. The hurt was never
in being called 'nigger.'
The hurt was in being put
down."
Even today, he admits,
"one of the most shattering
things is for a famous
Black person to face the
rejection of a cop, a cabbie,
or whoever it might be. And
it's no comfort to have that
rejection turned to accept-
ance beciuse they recognize
who you are."
Yet he accepts stardom,
gracefully. Years of off-
Broadway and Shakespeare
in the Park gave Jimmy
Jones an actor's pride that
"The Great White Hope"
could never inflate out of
proportion.
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